
 

 
 

                                 

                    ‘Louella Pigeon World’ Coutances 

              ‘Lightning Strikes Twice For Albert Farrow’ 

In 2013 Albert won 1st National from Vire 

with the MNFC and now thanks to a 

‘Lightning Fast’ Louis Cooreman based 

pigeon and it is a second victory for this 

successful Northamptonshire loft when 

stern opposition of 8,961 birds entered by 

861 members were conquered along with a 

fresh Northerly breeze to claim both the 

National and 1st Yearling Classic victories. 

The winning bird was bred by Tim 

Christmas and now is named ‘Mr 

Christmas’. It was nice to visit Albert once 

again to handle his winner which is as 

explained a Louis Cooreman 2015 bred 

Dark cock. He was sent to the race odd as 

his roundabout mate had been lost two weeks previously but she returned 

home after the basketing day and so was awaiting her partner on his return on 

the Monday after the two  day holdover. On handling the bird he is a lovely 

type with excellent muscles and was in fine fettle and it is planned for him to 

be going back to the next MNFC race. Well done Albert and thanks for the tea 

and nice pigeon chat you are a credit to our sport. 

In 2nd Open and 1st SW section we see Price Brothers & son Steve who is an 

excellent fancier with ‘Carys’ his amazing Syndicate Lofts bred hen which Steve 

Price has named after Syndicate’s owner Peter Fox’s wife. For readers with a 

short memory I will remind them that this 2 year old Blue hen won 1st section 

and 3rd National from Carentan then followed up with 1st section and 2nd Open 

from Ancenis just three weeks later as a yearling. To now gain her third section 

win and 2nd Open placing in our first 2016 race is simply mind boggling. What a 

super pigeon this hen really is! I know that readers will be chomping at the bit 

to find out the breeding of this fabulous pigeon. She is in fact of 100% 

Albert Farrow with his Coutances winner 

‘Mr Christmas’ 
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Syndicate Lofts breeding. Her sire is a son of ‘Granger’ who in turn was bred 

from ‘Rocket’ who I believe was 1st National Ace in Holland in 1999. Her 

mother is a direct daughter of 

Syndicate’s famous couple ‘Bandit’ 

and ‘Moonglow’ who along with other 

fine offspring bred ‘King Crimson’. 

Steve told me that ‘Carys’ will be going 

back to the next MNFC race a 

courageous decision in my opinion but 

it would be both unbelievable and 

fantastic if she could win that illusive 

1st National prize. I’m sure all readers 

wish her well in her quest. It is also 

well worth mentioning that the loft 

also took 4th SW section and 10th Open 

with a 2 year old Blue Cock who was 

clocked just 4 minutes after ‘Carys’ but 

Steve, who I find to be a very calm and 

unassuming man, never mentioned his second timer. 

Another loft that is often found up near to the top is the partnership of R 

Stokes & Sons. Their bird 

recording 1219 just a yard 

behind the section topper to 

finish in 2nd SW section and 

3rd Open. These lads who live 

in the village of Farlow in 

South Shropshire clocked a 

yearling Blue cock which was 

having his first cross channel 

race. The bird’s sire is a 

Vandenabeele when coupled to Dark Busschaert hen that won 2nd section with 

the MNFC when she was pipped by a loft mate. Ian & Dave sent 7 birds and 

clocked them all in good time and all returned home in excellent condition and 

send their compliments to the convoying team. 

‘Carys’ Price Bros & Son’s super racer 

Ian & Dave Stokes with their 3rd Open winner 
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Rob Jarratt and his kids up with the leaders 

again with their grand little hen 

In 4th Open position and claiming 2nd place in the SE section we see Rob Jarratt 

who along with his dad Ian have each been 

flying exceptionally well over the last few 

years with the Mid Nat. Rob tells me that the 

bird is a 2014 Blue hen that is another 

superb racer which now has clocked up the 

following section positions 1st,2nd 2nd and 8th 

from five attempts the Lambrecht bred 

pigeon was bred off stock from J & G Dutton. 

She was sent sitting 4 eggs with a chicken 

egg added for good measure to emulate her 

2015 performance from the Mid Nat’s first 

race. I know they used to advise to go to 

work on an egg but this is taking things to 

another level Rob! Rob says that he is 

grateful to the Duttons for ‘getting him to the top of the sheet’ and it is time to 

get his bird in a framed photograph as he has doubts whether he will ever have 

another pigeon as good as she has been. Most would give a ‘kings fortune’ to 

own one as good. 

Stafford’s Paul Lockley & Sons in 3rd SW 

section and 5th Open welcomed home a 

yearling Red Cock which has flown with 

great consistency over the past two 

seasons. Paul tells me that this cock seems 

to like tough races as he recently won 

from Yeovil in a cold North wind and they 

don’t come much harder than this day 

when a fresh North North Westerly wind 

ensured that the birds would only achieve 

velocities of just over 41 mph. This bird 

was well fancied and will win a very nice 

cheque for his owners. The bird is a Van 

den Brande bird bred from a bird acquired at the James Whitney sale x a hen 

bred by Darwood Lofts. 

Lockley & Son the 5th Open winners 
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In the SE we see that it is a real family 

affair with Ian Jarratt close behind his son 

in 3rd section and 6th Open. Ian timed his 2 

year old self bred Chequer hen that is a De 

Meyer based bird. The father is a proven 

racer breeder off Damien Pierce of 

Wolverhampton and the dam is from son 

Rob’s Lexmark family her third race of the 

season as a yearling she flew up to 

Ancenis. From this latest race she was 

clocked on 1212 a mere two minutes after his son’s fine bird. Rounding up the 

SE section we see Langford’s John Huckle claim 4th slot with a three year old 

widowerhood Chequer cock which is of Vandenabeele breeding. John tells me 

that the bird has always been a consistent performer and he got 4 of his 5 bird 

entry home in ½ hour.  

The 1st place in the NW section and 7th 

Open is claimed by Cheadle’s Prince 

Brothers who clocked their 2 year old 

Chequer hen on 1210. This proven channel 

performer won 2nd Staffs Moorlands Fed 

and good section placings in both the 

MNFC and MCC as a yearling. Her sire is a 

Kees Bosua from club mate Mick Brindley 

and a Van Loon off Mr & Mrs Hodges of 

Devon. This is now the brothers 6th NW 

section victory. Well done lads. 

A North Staffordshire father and son team 

had an absolute field day in the form of Mitchell Denson & his son Ryan. They 

took 8th, 17th, 23rd and 34th Open and 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 7th in their NW section. 

Mitchell sent the following mail ‘’My first bird was a three year old Blue cock 

off Mick Brindley of Cheadle and was having only his second cross channel race 

of his life. I timed in total 4 birds in 9 minutes. So had a good race on a hard 

day’’. I think that is something of an understatement well done to you both. J 

& L Plant were unfortunate to be in the middle of the Denson’s salvo but their 

yearling Blue cock which recorded 5th section is well worth a mention. As a 

Ian Jarratt with the 3rd section 6th Open winner 

The NW section winners Prince Brothers 
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Mitch Denson & son Ryan who had a 

great race in the NW section 

young bird he won 1x4th and 2x 5ths in his club and prepared this season with 

four club races up to 144 miles. The bird was a gift from Paul Whale of West 

Bromwich being of Johnny Gilbert lines and a grandson of Paul’s ‘National 

Cock’ and ½ brother to two NFC section winners.  

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pete Summers & Daughter had a good day when two of their 15 bird entry 

dropped together to take 1st and 2nd SC section and 9th and 12th Open. The first 

being a 4 year old Blue Pied hen with umpteen good performances behind her 

being previously 3rd and 2x 7th section wins and 22nd and 24th Open with 

birdages up to nearly 10,000 birds. 

She recorded 1206. This hen was 

bred by the partner’s great friend 

Lee Allen. Their second hen a 3 year 

old is also a multi-prize winner 

which the week prior to this race 

won 1st Leicester SR Fed on 1203. In 

3rd place in the SC section are D & J 

Leitch and their bird is a chequer 

Cock of Van der Espt x Jan Polder 

breeding so this one should be well 

John Plant to the fore in the NW 

Summers Bros show off their 1st & 2nd SC section winners 
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capable of more successes as the distances expand. This bird flew Vire as a 

yearling and went to every race with the MNFC as a two year old. It looks like 

this cock has already proved my opinion correct. 4th SC is filled by Linton’s 

Litherland Bailey & Harrison. These three saw home a yearling Pied cock which 

achieved a velocity of 1180. 

Going West now like the cowboys where we see a super flyer put up a super 

result. I will leave it to Derrick Jones to explain why I describe him in such 

glowing terms. ‘’I saw two birds racing each other coming directly from the 

South. After one circle they both went through the doors as we were timing 

them (yes derrick still uses rubbers) a third bird entered the loft. All the three 

were clocked in 35 seconds’’. The first timer was the 59 Cock a bird which 

enjoys head winds and proved this as a young bird when he won the Saltney 

B/B when only 3 birds arrived in race 

time from Carentan. He is a son of ‘96’ 

which was 5 times in the first 15 of the 

MNFC West section. 96 is sire of 1st sec  

Carentan, 1st section Ancenis and 4th 

section Bordeaux a grand racer/breeder. The dam of 59 is 778 which has 

already bred birds to win over £3000 in B/B and Gold Ring Races. 2nd section 

was taken by a Gebr Heesters pigeon being bred down from a son of their 

national winner x a hen that is known as ‘The Wild Hen’ a good winner that has 

flown Bordeaux twice. The 3rd placed bird is a Heesters pigeon which has bred 

1st section Fougères and 2nd section Carentan winners x a daughter of the lofts 

famous ‘Niort Cock’. Taking 4th section is another good friend of mine Alan 

Atkinson the ‘Sandycroft Slayer’ who only ever sends a small team but usually 

gets the majority of them in the clock. His performer on this occasion is from 

Derrick Jones with his new trapper 
Derrick with his latest W section topper 
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an inbred bird to the Gevaert based ‘72’cock  x the ‘National Hen’ which is 

from Demeester lines and won 6th Open MNFC on two occasions and she 

achieved 2 x RPRA Awards for her owner. 5th section goes to another excellent 

loft in the form of R & B Smith their timer is a very consistent hen with some 

fine results in her CV including 2nd fed and 2nd Combine. She is a crossing off 

their friend Joe Xuereb x a home bred daughter of their super stock bird 

‘Hughie’. I’m told that this hen has won herself and bred other winners. 

Another bird worthy of a mention is Dave Siner’s good Widie x Cuckoo Cock 

bred Blue Cock. Over the past four years this bird has never failed to win a 

good prize for his Boss. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alan Atkinson 4th W section on this occasion 

(your will have to get a pheasant A!! 
R & B Smith still smiling 

Dave Siner up with the leader in the West 
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Over in the East now and there we see Jack Ramm of Folkingham bringing 

home the bacon and the pigeon responsible is a bird from Chris Smith of 

Chesterfield. This good hen has already won as a young bird then took a 1st and 

2nd prize as a yearling and now this Janssen x Willy Jacobs Roundabout hen has 

won her section with a velocity of 1154. Jack told me that he sent 8 birds and 

has 7 home. Cawdron & Costello took 2nd spot with a 5 year old Pied hen which 

is a Janssen x Van Loon bird bred down from stock off Mick McMurchie. The 

partners tell me that this good hen has two previous channel wins on her 

record. In 3rd E section we have M Cook of Barton on Humber who timed a 

yearling Blue cock and achieved a velocity of 1108. The 4th placed bird belongs 

to H Gostlow and Son and is something of a veteran being a 5 year old black 

Cock which was obviously fancied being one of his 2bird Noms. It’s no surprise 

to me that these older generation come to the fore especially on the more 

testing days. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up in the ENE section we see a name that is becoming very familiar to people 

who study MNFC results and this name is Mr & Mrs Mellonby who clocked a 

daughter of their ‘Channel Queen’ x a Hereman Ceusters cock. Kerry told me 

that it was particularly hard up on the East side of the country as the wind 

direction was of a fresh North Easterly direction and so the partners are 

extremely proud of his latest section topper as she recorded a speed of 1150 . 

He said ‘’Believe me Mike it was very tough up here and every bird clocked 

Jack Ramm the E section topper Cawdron & Costello 2nd in the E section 
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The smile says it all Stu McCurry the 

1st ESE section winner 

deserves great credit’’. So another bird 

worthy of a good mention is Graeme 

Rouse of Hull who clocked a 6 year old 

Grizzle widower cock. Graeme was 

expecting an easier day but this old battler 

obviously revelled in the conditions which 

is no great shock as he has two great 

results previously from Bourges including 

1st Fed and 2nd Combine. The bird was 

bred from a gift bird from a former fancier 

friend Mick Tunley and a Scottish stray. 

Amazingly another bird from the Tunley 

cock topped the Hull SR fed a few days 

later recording 2053! Obviously these are 

birds for all conditions. The loft I hear is in good form this year with 3 Fed wins 

already banked. Bridlington’s Fletcher and Wellburn take the 3rd section place 

with 3 year old Blue cock which achieved a velocity of 1047.1 just .4 of a yard 

behind the 2nd placed pigeon. Mr & Mrs Chadwick are hard on their heels on 

1045 with a 5 year old Blue Pied cock which will pick up a nice little cheque for 

his owners. 

Over in the ESE section we see a name that is 

being quite a regular to the results and that is S 

& T McCurry of Wisbech on top of the pile. 

Stuart rang me to say that his yearling Blue Hen 

that recorded 1106 is once again of his ‘house 

family’. This being a potent crossing of his 

Chequer cock that is from Alan Atkinson’s ‘Tele 

Savalas’ cock so named because he won so many 

televisions for his owner. The other line that 

Stuart is using is a top breeding Soontjen based 

hen obtained from John Lenson and simply 

called the ‘Lenson Hen’. This concoction is 

proving to be extremely potent and has already led to two national wins for 

the McCurry loft. 2nd section was taken by George & Chris Trundle & Grandson 

who saw a 3 year old cock ‘trundle’ home if you will excuse the pun. I’m 

informed by Mick Plowman that this loft has recently been in great form with 

Mr & Mrs Kerry Mellonby’s ENE section 

winning hen 
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two hat trick’s being done in their local club. The bird responsible is of Roger 

Maris breeding. In 3rd ESE section we see Mr & Mrs Pat Royle who timed a 2 

year old De Rauw Sablon hen flown on the widowhood system. The partners 

were extremely complimentary of the fine condition of their returning pigeons 

after this 5 day stay in the transporter. Yes folks I think the key to this is both 

the care of the convoying team and the fact that that there was only 18 birds 

in the crates. We think that we have things just about right. In 4th spot we see 

the local champ Steve Surrey time in a Walter Docx hen. This loft has been in 

great fettle and this hen was 1st Fen & District Fed just two weeks previously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up in the North section we see a familiar name in the form of D & J Hawkins & 

Evans top of the shop in fact the team took 3rd slot also. Their section topper is 

a yearling Chequer Cock that is of De Rauw Sablon x Vandenabeele Myrtle 

George Trundle 2nd ESE section 
Mr & Mrs Royle in 3rd ESE Section 

Steve Surrey 4th ESE section this time 
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Lofts breeding. The bird’s sire 

is ‘Inbred Nationaal’ a son of 

the famous ‘Blauwe Prins’ x 

The Pros Roosen star breeder 

‘Klien Zwart’ who is mother to 

a plethora of excellent 

performers. The section 

winner’s mum is a daughter of M & D Evans super breeder ‘Shadow’ who is 

responsible for countless winner right up to national levels. Yes ‘Shadow’ was a 

real ‘Super stud’.  The 3rd placed bird is another 100% Myrtle Lofts pigeon and 

another yearling but this one is a hen bred from the De Rauw Sablon  based 

‘Best of Lucky 848’ x ‘Freddy’s World Wonder’ who 

I’m told is grand-dam to over 15 winners right up to 

national levels. The mother to the 3rd section 

winner is a Vandenabeele famed M&D Evans 

pigeon from the famous ‘Jester and Carrie’ pair 

lines. In 2nd section is another Vandenabeele based 

pigeon for Dean McKee. The Blue hen responsible is 

from a gift bird from Chris Dacosta Smith after he 

got hawked and forced into retirement from racing. 

On the dam’s side she is of Chris’ German Cock x 

the Rui Dacosta lines that is dominant on both sides 

of the 2nd section winner. These birds are bred 

down from the old ‘Wittenbuik’ through the ‘Blue 

Diamond’ and ‘Asterix’ with a touch of Hawkins & 

Evans blood. Dean is enjoying a good season having 

already chalked up 5 x1st prizes in his local club. 4th 

section is won by Mr & Mrs Fry of Edlington who 

timed a yearling Herman based cock bird. Both of 

the parents were gifted by Nigel Haycock. Gordon 

Tune takes the next place with 2 year old Dark Cock 

the sire being an Eric Limbourg based Nigel Laycock 

bred cock x a good hen which has won on two 

occasions from Tours. Gordon says that he got 7 of 

his 10 bird entry on the day with the other 3 home 

for breakfast next morning. 

D & J Hawkins & Evans who had a good day in the N section 

Dean McKee 2nd N section 

Mr & Mrs Fry 4th N section winner 
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Heading slightly to the West we see the New 

NC section won by Mr & Mrs Fisher and Son. 

In fact they take the top two places. The first 

bird is a yearling Pencil cock and the second 

timer just 21 seconds behind is a good 3 year 

old hen known as the ‘17’ that has several 

top prizes in National races. Both of these 

birds are bred from the ‘999’ a cock that has 

performed so well for the Fishers in the 

National races. Just a decimal behind in 3rd 

place we see Bill Fleming & Son on 1190.3. 

They also clocked a second arrival a minute 

or so behind to take 6th section on 1186. Son 

Damian tells me that his good lady Lisa and 

dad Bill the senior partner did the clocking as 

he had to go to work and they did a grand job 

he says. The birds are both of van Loon 

bloodlines via Peter Gater of Littleborough 

from his good breeding hen. The loft had 8 

out of 12 home on the day with 2 more home 

before 6am next morning. In 4th section is Lee 

Brennan with a Scott Sheard two year old 

Blue hen. Her sire is a full brother to 

Wolfenden & O’Neill’s good cock ‘Wolverine’. 

This previous MNFC prize winning hen’s 

mother has previously bred a bird that was 5th NFC winning a motor car. So the 

breeding on this one is top notch. 

Unfortunately news from the NE section is very thin on the ground so I will 

soldier on with what I know which isn’t a lot in truth. The 1st section winner is a 

yearling Chequer hen belonging to Tony Pywell of Worksop with a velocity of 

1186. 2nd up for shaving we see another Worksop loft that of Mr & Mrs Rose 

when their 2 year old hen recorded 1179. In 3rd slot we have the ETS expert 

Neil Inger who competes with his father as Inger and Son. They also timed a 2 

year old Cheq w/f hen recording 1168. 4th section goes to another Cheq w/f 

but this time a 3 year old cock on 1158. I’m told the pigeon is from Willy Thas 

Mr & Mrs Fisher 1st & 2nd NC section 

winners 

Bill Fleming & Son 3rd NC section 
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of Mell stock and these have bred previous good section prize winning birds for 

their owner Peter Lee of Warsop. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A healthy send was achieved from the newly customised NNW section where 

Galgate fancier Willian Gardner saw a 3 year old Vandenabeele cock home 

with a velocity of 1198. The stock that bred this 

Dark cock were acquired from Clive Lister who 

was well known for his Gaby’s. Preston is the 

location of the 2nd placed bird to Tom Jackson 

who clocked a well pooled 2 year old blue Hill on 

1192 which should cover her owners’s corn bill 

for a month or two. In 3rd section we see the 

partnership of Roskell & Williamson. Their bird 

once again is a proven winner which in 2015 was 

2nd Ace Middle Distance bird in his section. The 

bird is a crossing of a van Oeckel cock x a hen 

from George Hilson. The partners clock another 

Hilson bred bird in 9th place in their section. I’m told that these two will both 

be earmarked to go to two more MNFC races. Next is Sanderson and 

Ramshead who took 4th place in the NNW with a Koopman hen from their good 

mate Dave Parker. The bird is yet another proven performer with good prizes 

including a fed win on her record. The partners in fact clocked 3 birds in just 4 

Tony Pywell the NE section winner 
Peter Lee 4th NE section 

William Gardner the NNW section 

topper taking a rest. 
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minutes good going after a 8 hours and 25 

minutes fly these latter two pigeons going on 

to claim the 6th and 9th section prizes. This is 

the first Mid Nat race that the partners have 

competed in and the boys have heaped great 

praise on the Club for its professional 

management. 

Note to Clock Station Officers 

If clock station officials carry out a few simple 

things it will help the race secretary to get the 

results finalised more efficiently. 

1. Print off three copies of the members ETS print offs. This is a security 

measure in the case of postal errors. Remember that in those envelopes may 

be just pieces of printed paper but in reality there can hundreds of pounds 

worth of prize and pool moneys. 

2. Ensure that your station’s paperwork is posted to the Race Secretary as soon 

as possible. Always check with the Post Office that there is sufficient postage 

on the envelope. It isn’t the fact that the Club has to cover the shortfall in 

payment but more to do with the fact that it causes an unnecessary delay in 

getting the vital paperwork.  These simple steps will help the MNFC and in turn 

help yourselves.  

The Facts behind the New Race point 

I found it rather sad to hear that a few members chose to slate the MNFC’s 

decision to use a new race point many claiming silly conspiracy theories behind 

the action. Let me explain here and now the truth of the matter. The Club’s 

Committee have been working to get the new liberation site at Mayenne  for 

many months but it can be a long, drawn out operation getting the final 

‘thumbs up’. This proved to be the case on this occasion with the permit only 

being issued on the Tuesday prior to marking day. To suggest it had anything to 

do with wind direction etc would be quite frankly laughable if it wasn’t so 

pathetic to think that the people who have guided the club so wisely over the 

past decade. 

Roskell & Williamson the 3rd NNW 

section winners 
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Let’s take a look at the facts shall we? Who was it that found the following 

liberation sites at Carentan, Coutances, Ancenis and now the new one in 

Mayenne?  Yes it was the Midlands National Flying Club. Without these new 

sites the organisations who race from the Cherbourg Peninsula would be in a 

‘pretty pickle’ that’s for sure. The club was aware that Fougères was becoming 

vastly overcrowded early in June with too many organisations using this site 

especially when the weather causes a delay in getting the pigeons released 

resulting in the chaos due to insufficient intervals in between liberations. The 

MNFC should be applauded for their actions and not harangued on media chat 

lines etc. 

For my money the present Midlands National under the present stewardship is 

fairer than it has ever been in its 50 years history. This last race amply 

highlights my words with 9 sections in the top 50 Open positions. So come on 

lads credit where credit’s due eh lads.  

As I write these notes the birds are already into a two day holdover and the 

pressure steadily mounts. Should we stand firm and await an opportunity to 

liberate the pigeons or move back closer to home? Whatever the decision 

there will be criticism this is inevitable but one thing I do know and that is the 

birds are being well looked after with only 17/18 in each crate and we have the 

very best weathermen guiding us over this testing time. The Mid Nat has a 

great convoying team so there will be no pressures to act against the pigeons 

best interests. I hope that by the time most of you are reading this report that 

your birds are back in your lofts. 

                                                                                           Mike Lakin 

                

   

 

 

 

   


